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The full von Karman system accounting for in plane acceleration and thermal
effects is considered. The main results of the paper are: (i) the wellposedness of
regular and weak (finite energy) solutions, (ii) the uniform decay rates obtained for
the energy function in the presence of mechanical damping affecting only the
solenoidal part of the velocity field representing the horizontal displacements of the
plate. The obtained decay rates are uniform with respect to the parameter # which
represents the momenta of inertia and whose presence distinguishes the ‘‘parabolic-
like’’ from the hyperbolic character of the dynamics.  2000 Academic Press
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analytic semigroups.
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider a model describing nonlinear oscillations of a plate subjected
to thermal effects and accounting for in plane accelerations. The resulting
system is referred to as thermoelastic full von Karman system [5] (see also
[24, 23, 22, 21] and references therein for related models).
Here, the variables w and u=(u1 , u2) represent, respectively, the vertical
and in plane displacement of a thin plate occupying a two dimensional
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domain 0 with sufficiently smooth boundary 1. The variables % and ,
describe the temperature affecting vertical displacement and horizontal dis-
placements respectively. We shall decompose the vector u # [H1(0)]2 into
rotational and solenoidal part u={p+curl q, where p# &A&1D (div u) with
AD denoting the negative Laplacian subject to zero Dirichlet boundary
conditions. With the above notation, the governing equations to be con-
sidered are given by
utt+b curl qt&div[C[=(u)+ f ({w)]]+{,
=0 in 0_(0, )
(1.1)
[I&#2] wtt+D22w&div[C[=(u)+ f ({w)] {w]+2%
=0 in 0_(0, )
with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundary 1
u=w={w=0 on 1_(0, )
The temperature is governed by the following system of equations
,t=2,&div ut ; in 0_(0, )
(1.2)
%t=2%+2wt in 0_(0, )
with Dirichlet zero boundary conditions imposed on ,, %, i.e.,
%=,=0 on 1_(0, ).
With (1.1) and (1.2) we associate the initial conditions
u(0)=u0 , ut(0)=u1 , w(0)=w0 , wt(0)=w1 ;
%(0)=%0 , ,(0)=,0 in 0 (1.3)
D represents the flexural rigidity, the constant 0<+<12 is Poisson’s
modulus, and the constant M#0 is proportional to the thickness of the
plate.
The fourth order tensor C is defined by
C(=)#
E
(1&2+)(1++)
[+ trace =I+(1&2+) =]
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with the strain tensor given by =(u)#12({u+{Tu). It can be easily
verified that the tensor C is symmetric and strictly positive. The function f
is given by
f (s)#(12) ss; s # R2.
The following wellposednessregularity results will be proved in Section 4.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that #>0.
v (1) Weak solutions. There exists a unique, global solution of finite
energy. This is to say that for any initial data
u0 , u1 , %0 , ,0 # [H 10(0)]
2_[L2(0)]2_[L2(0)]2;
w0 , w1 # H 20(0)_H
1
0(0),
there exists a unique solution of the corresponding variational form (2.2))
(u, w, %, ,) # C(0, T; [H1(0)]2_H 2(0)_[L2(0)]2);
(ut , wt) # C(0, T; [L2(0)]2_H 1(0)),
where T>0 is arbitrary.
v (2) Regular solutions. For any initial data subject to the regularity in
part (1) and in addition
u0 , u1 # [H2(0)]2_[H 10(0)]
2; w0 , w1 # H3(0)_H 20(0)
%0 , ,0 # H 10(0) & H
2(0)
there exists a unique, global solution
(u, w, %, ,) # C(0, T; [H2(0)]2_H3(0)_[H 2(0)]2);
(ut , wt , ,t , %t) # C(0, T; [H1(0)]2_H2(0)_[L2(0)]2),
where T>0 is arbitrary.
Moreover, regular solutions depend continuously on the initial data in the
topology of regular solutions (as above).
Assume that #=0.
v (3) For any initial data
u0 , u1 , %0 , ,0 # [H 10(0)]
2_[L2(0)]2_[L2(0)]2;
w0 , w1 # H 20(0)_L2(0),
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there exists a unique finite energy solution
(u, w, %, ,) # C(0, T; [H1(0)]2_H 2(0)_[L2(0)]2);
(ut , wt) # C(0, T; [L2(0)]2_L2(0))
with the additional regularity
(w, wt) # L2(0, T; H 3(0)_H1(0)),
where T>0 is arbitrary. The solutions depend continuously on the initial
data in the energy norm.
Remark 1.1. The main dificulty in proving the wellposedness (par-
ticularly the uniqueness of finite energy solutions, which is critical for our
stability results ) is related to the fact that the nonlinear terms in the equa-
tion are not bounded in the ‘‘energy’’ space (due to the lack of appropriate
Sobolev’s embeddings in the two-dimensional case, which leads to the loss
of ‘‘=’’ derivative). This precludes applicability of standard methods in non-
linear analysis. Remarks below describe briefly our strategy used in proving
Theorem 1.1.
(1) The existence of weak solutions (i.e., (u, w, %) # C(0, ;
[H1(0)]2_H2(0)_L2(0)); (ut , wt) # C(0, ; [L2(0)]2_H1(0)) follows
from the nonlinear Galerkin method and weak continuity of the von
Karman nonlinear termstypical arguments used in nonlinear dynamic
elasticity [17, 11, 20, 10, 37, 8].
(2) The proof of the uniqueness of weak solutions is much more
delicate. Indeed, as it is well recognised in the literature [17, 11, 21], the
issue of the uniqueness of weak solutions, in the case of dynamic nonlinear
elasticity, has been largely an open problem. The uniqueness of weak solu-
tions for the modified (scalar) von Karman equations was proved recently
in [12]. However, the arguments employed in [12] and based on sharp
regularity of the Airy stress function are not applicable here. Our method,
instead, is based on an adaptation of Sedenko’s technique [35] used in the
context of Vlasov equations. This method was also used in [27, 28] to
prove the uniqueness of weak solution for full von Karman system with
boundary dissipation and without the thermal effects. Uniqueness of weak
solutions to the full von Karman system without thermal effects was also
obtained in [36] but only in the case 0=R2.
(3) Existence of regular solutions, the result stated in the second part
of Theorem 1.1, is proved by establishing appropriate a priori bounds
for semidiscrete solutions corresponding to Galerkin approximations.
These bounds are uniform with respect to the discretization parameter. An
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additional advantage of this method is that it provides, as a bypass
product, a numerical algorithm which is proved convergent.
(4) The case #=0 is more regular (due to the analyticity of the semi-
group generated by the linear part of the equation corresponding to w).
Methods of analytic semigroups are used to prove wellposedness of weak
solutions for the case #=0.
The main aim of this paper is to establish exponential decay rates for the
energy associated with weak solutions.
Uniform decay rates for regular solutions to full von Karman system,
without the thermal components, were recently proved for the models with
additional mechanical dissipation added on the boundary [24, 23, 22, 32,
28]. On the other hand, it became recently known that the thermal dissipa-
tion alone causes the uniform decay of energy in thermoelastic plates regard-
less the presence of inertial terms (i.e., #>0 or #=0) [2, 1, 3]. (Exponen-
tial decay rates for the energy of linear thermoelastic plates with #=0
(analytic case) have been known for some timesee [18, 33, 34, 30].)
Similar results have been extended to several scalar nonlinear plate equa-
tions accounting for thermal components [4, 26, 7]. The one-dimensional
full von Karman system accounting for in plane accelerations, with #>0,
has been treated recently in [5].
The main goal of this paper is to establish exponential decay rates for all
values of the parameter #0 and for all weak solutions to the two-dimen-
sional full von Karman system with thermal dissipation and without any
mechanical dissipation applied to the plate component. In fact, the decay
rates claimed by Theorem 1.2 are proved independent on the value of #.
To our best knowledge, this is the first result dealing with the wellposed-
ness and stabilization of the 2-dimensional thermoelastic full von Karman
system.
It should be pointed out that the extension of the results from the one-
dimensional case to the two-dimensional case is nontrivial. Indeed, in
addition to considerably higher complexity of the equations involved we
just mention two additional factors which call for much more subtle
analysis: (i) the nonlinear term is not bounded on the space determined by
the finite energy solutions. This is due to critical exponents occuring in
Sobolev’s embeddings and, in particular, the fact that H 1(0) does not
embed, in the 2-d case, in L(0). This fact is a source of substantial dif-
ficulties including the fundamental issue of the uniqueness of finite energy
solutions. (ii) In the two-dimensional case, the regularity of the boundary
traces traces plays a critical role in the estimates. The regularity needed for
the estimates is much higher than the one implied by the interior regularity
and the trace type of theorems. We shall use a combination of techniques
from [3], where a similar problem has occured already for the linear
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equations, and from [28], where suitable multiplier’s techniques have been
developed to capture behaviour of boundary terms in the nonlinear system.
By doing this we are able to establish the needed ‘‘sharp’’ regularity of
boundary traces for the thermoelastic von Karman system (see Subsection
2.3)a result of independent PDE interest.
To state our main result, we define the energy functional associated with
the plate model (1.1)
E#(t)=Ek, #(t)+Ep(t) (1.4)
with the kinetic energy
Ek, #(t)=|
0
|ut |2+w2t +# |{wt |
2 d0 (1.5)
and the potential energy
Ep(t)=|
0
[CN(u, w) } N(u, w)]+D |2w| 2+|%|2+|,|2 d0, (1.6)
where the stress resultant N(u, w) is given by
N(u, w)#=(u)+ f ({w).
It is well known that Ep(t) is topologically equivalent to H 2(0)_
[H1(0)]2_L2(0)]2 topology. In particular, the following inequalities
resulting from Korn’s inequality and Sobolev’s embeddings will be used
frequently,
|u|H1(0)C[|N(u, w)| L2(0)+|{w|
2
L4(0)
]C[|N(u, w)|L2(0)+|w|
2
H 2(0)].
(1.7)
Moreover, the following obvious estimates will be used without further
mention
|{p|H 1(0)+|curl q| H 1(0)C |u| H 1(0) ;
(1.8)
|{pt |L2(0)+|curl qt | L2(0)C |ut | L2(0) .
Our main result is:
Theorem 1.2. Let u, w, %, , be a weak solution to the original system
given by (1.1), (1.2). Then, the following estimate holds
E#(t)C(E#(0)) e&|t; t0, (1.9)
where the constant |>0 may depend on E#(0), but not on #.
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In particular, when #=0 we also obtain
E0(t)C(E0(0)) e&|t; t0. (1.10)
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on application of multipliers method
introduced in [2] (where uniform decay were proved for two-dimensional
linear thermoelastic plates) and in [5] (where one-dimensional thermo-
elastic von Karman model was studied).
Remark 1.2. (1) We note that in order to guarantee the decay rates
for the energy function, the presence of the damping term curl qt in the first
equation in (1.1) is necessary. Indeed, this follows from the fact that ther-
mal dissipation in 2-dimensional linear system of elasticity provides only
strong stability and not the exponential stabilitysee [14, 19]. For this
reason, it is necessary to introduce ‘‘dissipation’’ acting at least on the
solenoidal part of the horizontal displacement.
It will be apparent from the proofs carried in the paper, that the results
of both Theorems hold without any change if we replace the damping term
curl qt by a stronger viscous damping ut . In fact, adding the viscous damp-
ing simplifies considerably some of the arguments.
(2) We note that the decay rates provided in Theorem 1.2 are
uniform with respect to the parameter #. On the other hand, the character
of dynamics corresponding to the cases #>0 and #=0 is very different.
Indeed, in the case #=0 the linearized part of the equation for vertical dis-
placement w corresponds to an analytic semigroup [31], while for #>0 the
entire dynamics is purely hyperbolic. However, this different dynamics does
not appear to have any significant influence on the decay rates for the
energy, which are established regardless of the value of the parameter #.
(3) One could easily generalise the results of this paper to the case
of nonlinear feedback g(curl qt) where the function g is monotone, zero at
the origin and of polynomial growth at the infinity. In such case, the rates
of decay may not be exponential as they depend on the growth of the func-
tion g at the origin [29].
(4) A natural question to ask is whether similar results will hold with
the dissipation imposed on u on the boundary rather than in the interior.
It is well known that such feedback would provide uniform decay rates for
the thermoelastic elastodynamic systemwhich constitutes one component
of the von Karman system. Also, the plate component of von Karman
system is exponentially stable without any dissipation added [2]. However,
strong nonlinear coupling between these two components makes the
analysis of boundary stabilization very difficult. While, at present positive
results have been obtained [38] for the case #=0, it seems unlikely that
such result can be proved for #>0 and for the case of boundary dissipation
imposed on u only.
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The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 1.1
and 1.2.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND TRACE REGULARITY
We shall use the folowing notation for Sobolev norms,
|u|:, 0 # |u|H :(0) , |u|:, 1 # |u|H:(1 )
and for the inner products
(u, v)0 #(u, v)L2(0) ; (u, v) 1 #(u, v)L2(1) .
By the same symbol we shall also denote normsinner products of two
copies of L2 or H: spaces. This should not create any confusion, since the
meaning will be clear from the context.
The constant C is a generic constant, different in various occurences.
2.1. Variational Formulation and Preliminary Identities
We shall begin by writing system (1.1) in a variational form. To this end
let be given two test functions ! # H1(0)_H 1(0) and  # H2(0) & H 10(0),
’, $ # H 10(0). The von Karman system admits the variational form
(utt , !)0+(b curl qt , !)0+(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], =(!))0
&(C=(u) &, !) 1+({,, !)0=0
(wtt , )0+#({wtt , {)0+D(2w, 2)0+(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], {{w)0
&D 2w, & 1&({%, {)0=0
(,t , ’)0+({,, {’)0&(ut , {’)0=0
(%t , $)0+({%, {$)0+({wt , {$)0=0. (2.1)
Note that we have used the boundary conditions satisfied on 1.
Later we shall be using variational equality (2.1) with various choices of
test functions ! and .
Taking the test functions which comply with all boundary conditions
imposed by the problem, i.e., ! # [H 10(0)]
2 and  # H 20(0), ’, $ # H
1
0(0)
leads to the following classical variational formulation of the original
system (1.1), (1.2),
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(utt , !)0+(b curl qt , !)0+(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], =(!))0+({,, !)0=0
(wtt , )0+#({wtt , {)0+D(2w, 2)0
+(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], {{w)0&({%, {)0=0
(,t , ’)0+({,, {’)0&(ut , {’)0=0
(%t , $)0+({%, {$)0+({wt , {$)0=0. (2.2)
In order to facilitate verification of rather tedious calculations used in the
course of the paper, we will provide below few elementary tensor identities.
In what follows the vector field h denotes any C 1 vector field defined on
the closure of 0,
=(h {u)=O1(Dxi u)+M, (2.3)
where O(Dxi u) is a tensor determined by linear combination of the
derivatives of u and h and the tensor M depends on the second derivatives
of u. Their precise forms are
O1(Dxiu)#_ (Dx1h) {u112[(Dx2 h) {u2+(Dx1h) {u1]
12[(Dx2 h) {u2+(Dx1 h) {u1]
(Dx2h) {u2 &
(2.4)
M#_ D
2
x1 , xi
u1hi
12[D2x2 , xi u1hi+D
2
x1 , xi
u2hi]
12[D2x2 , xi u1hi+D
2
x1 , xi
u2hi]
D2x2 , xi u2hi &
(2.5)
Note we have adopted double index notation to indicate the summation of
the terms. If A is any symmetric fourth order tensor identified by its coef-
ficients ai, j ,
A#[ai, j]
then it is straightforward to show that
A } M=ak, jD2xk , xi u jhi (2.6)
{({wh)=[{w } Dx1 h, {w } Dx2h]+[wx1 , xi hi , wx2 , xi hi] (2.7)
and
{({wh){w
=[{w } Dx1 h, {w } Dx2 h]{w+[wx1 , xi hi , wx2 , xi h i]{w (2.8)
A } ({({wh){w)
=A } ([{w } Dx1 h, {w } Dx2 h]{w)+ak, jwxj wxk , xi hi . (2.9)
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Let B be another symmetric tensor such that
aj, i=cj, lbl, i
with constant and symmetric coefficients cj, i . Then
div[A } Bh]=A } B div h+ci, lDxk bl, jbi, j hk=A } B div h+2a j, iDxk bj, ihk .
(2.10)
In the particular case when the tensors A and B are given by
A=C[=(u)+ f ({w)]
B==(u)+ f ({w)
the formula above reads
div[C[=(u)+ f ({w)] } [=(u)+ f ({w)] h]
=|C12N(u, w)| 2 div h+2ai, j[D2xk , xj ui+wxj D
2
xi , xk
w] hk . (2.11)
2.2. Disspativity Equality
A starting point is, as usual, the disspativity equality which states that
the energy of the entire system is nonincreasing. This fact alone does not
prove, of course, that the energy is decaying, but it is a necessary
preliminary step of stability analysis.
Lemma 2.1. Let u, w be a finite energy solution of system (1.1), (1.2)
with #0. Then, for any st
E#(t)+2 |
t
s
|
0
[|{%|2+|{,| 2+b |curl qt |2 d0 dt=E#(s). (2.12)
Proof. In the case of regular (smooth) solutions the proof of this
Lemma is standard and it follows by a classical energy type of argument.
We apply variational equality (2.2) with the following choice of test
functions,
!#ut ; #wt , ’#,, $#%.
Integration over 0_(s, t) and application of the Divergence Theorem gives
the equality stated in the lemma valid for all smooth solutions. In the case
#=0, the continous dependence of solutions with respect to the initial data
in the finite energy norms, combined with density argument, allows to
extend this equality to hold for all finite energy solutions. In the case #>0,
situation is more subtle due to the fact that we do not have continous
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dependence of solutions with respect to the topology induced by weak
solutions. However, a modification of the energy argument which involves
the use of finite difference quotients, allows to extend energy relation (2.12)
to all weak solutions. The details of this argument are given in the
Appendix. K
2.3. Trace Regularity
In this section we shall formulate and prove an estimate which deals with
the trace regularity of solutions to the nonlinear equations given by (1.1),
(1.2). These results, while important in proving the main theorem, they are
also of independent interest in its own rights.
The following notation will be used throughout,
Q#[0, T]_0, 7#[0, T]_1.
Lemma 2.2. v Let u, w be a regular solution corresponding to the system
(1.1) with a fixed thermal components %, , # L2(0, T; [H 1(0)]2. Then, there
exists a constant CT such that
|
7 _}

&
u }
2
+|2w| 2 d7CT[|ut | 2C(0, T; L2(0))+|wt |
2
C(0, T; H 1(0))
+|N(u, w)| 2C(0, T; L2(0))+|u|
2
C(0, T; H 1(0))+|w|
2
C(0, T; H 2(0))
+|
T
0
[|%| 21, 0+|,|
2
1, 0] dt& . (2.13)
v Let u, w, %, , be a regular solution corresponding to (1.1), (1.2). Then,
there exists a constant CT such that the following trace regularity takes
place,
|
7 _}

&
u }
2
+|2w|2& d7CT _E#(0)+|
T
0
[|%| 21, 0+|,|
2
1, 0] dt& . (2.14)
Remark 2.1. Notice that the regularity of the trace of (&) u, 2w
proclaimed by the Lemma 2.2, does not follow from the standard interior
regularity of finite energy solutions via the Trace Theory. These are inde-
pendent regularity results which are typical for hyperbolic PDEs with
boundary conditions which satisfy the Lopatinski condition.
Proof. We use variational equality (2.1) with the following choice of the
test functions,
!#h } {u; #h } {w,
where the vector h is an extension of a normal derivative to the boundary.
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For brevity of notation, all terms bounded by the norms listed on RHS
of inequality (2.13) will be denoted by O(1).
Applying test function ! to the first equality in (2.1), integrating over
(0, T ), and performing routine by now calculations [16, 28] gives
|
T
0
[(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], =(h {u))0&(C=(u) &, h {u) 1] dt=O(1). (2.15)
Applying test function  to the second equality in (2.1) gives after
integration by parts
|
T
0 _(2w, 2h {w)+(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], {(h {w)_{w)0
&2w, & (h {w)1& dt=O(1). (2.16)
From (2.3) we have
|
T
0
[(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], =(h {u))0] dt=O(1)+|
T
0
(CN(u, w), M)0 dt
(2.17)
and noticing that on the boundary 1
C=(u) &h {u=C=(u) } =(u) &h=C=(u) } =(u) (2.18)
we obtain from (2.15) and (2.17)
|
T
0
[(CN(u, w), M)0=O(1)+|C12=(u)| 20, 7 . (2.19)
Similarly recalling that
|
T
0
(2w, 2(h {w))0 dt=12 |2w| 20, 7+O(1) (2.20)
and
2w, & (h {w)1=|2w| 20, 7 (2.21)
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we obtain from (2.16)
|
T
0
(CN(u, w), {(h {w){w)0 dt=O(1)+12 |2w| 20, 7 . (2.22)
Combining (2.19) and (2.22)
|
T
0
[(CN(u, w), M+{(h {w){w)0 dt=O(1)+|C12=(u)| 20, 7+12 |2w|
2
0, 7 .
(2.23)
From (2.9) applied with A#CN(u, w) we obtain
|
T
0
(CN(u, w), {(h {w){w)0 dt=O(1)+|
T
0
|
0
ak, j wxj wxk , xi hi d0 dt.
Hence
|
T
0 _(CN(u, w), M)0+|0 ak, jwxj wxk , xi hi d0& dt
=O(1)+|C12=(u)| 20, 7+12 |2w|
2
0, 7 . (2.24)
But from (2.11)
|
T
0 _(CN(u, w), M)0+|0 ak, jwxj wxk , xi hi d0& dt
=O(1)+12 |
T
0
|
0
div[CN(u, w) } N(u, w) h] d0 dt (2.25)
and by the divergence theorem and acounting for the boundary conditions
satisfied by w we obtain
|
T
0 _(CN(u, w), M)0+|0 ak, jwxj wxk , xi hi d0& dt=O(1)+12 |C12=(u)| 20, 7 .
(2.26)
From (2.24) and (2.26) we infer
12 |C12=(u)| 20, 7+12 |2w|
2
0, 7=O(1) (2.27)
which implies the first inequality in Lemma 2.2. The second inequality
follows after an additional application of inequalities (2.12) and (1.7). K
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3. STABILIZABILITY ESTIMATE
3.1. Recovery Estimate
The main aim in this section is to prove the following stabilizability
estimate
Lemma 3.1. Let u, w, %, , be a regular solution to (1.1), (1.2). Then,
there exists T large enough such that
E#(0)+E#(T )+|
T
0
E#(t) dt
CT(E#(0)) |
0
[|{%| 20, 0+|{,|
2
0, 0+b |curl qt |
2
0, 0] dt. (3.1)
The estimate of the lemma above, critical to the proof of the main
stabilliz ability result, is an inverse type of the estimate. It allows to
reconstruct the energy of the system from the measurments of thermal com-
ponents and solenoidal part of the velocity ut . The reminder of this section
is devoted to the proof of the Lemma 3.1. Here, the strategy used for the
proof is to apply the multipliers used in the context of thermoelastic plates
in [2] (see also [1, 3]) and thermoelastic systems in one dimension [5].
3.2. First Estimate
In this subsection we shall prove a preliminary estimate which gives the
estimate for the kinetic energy modulo ‘‘small’’ contribution of the potential
energy and the dissipative terms.
Lemma 3.2. Let u, w, %, , be a regular solution to (1.1), (1.2). Then, for
any =>0, T>0 the following estimate takes place:
|
T
0
Ek, #(t) dt= |
T
0
Ep(t) dt+C=, T (E#(0)) |
T
0
[|%| 21, 0+|,|
2
1, 0
+|curl qt | 20, 0] dt+CE#(0). (3.2)
Proof. Step 1. Let AD denotes negative Laplacian with the zero
Dirichlet boundary data. We apply variational form (2.1) with the follow-
ing choice of test functions:
!#{A&1D ,; #A
&1
D %.
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Relevant computations are provided below.
Application of the first multiplier and integration by parts gives
|
T
0
(utt , {A&1D ,)0 dt
=(ut , {A&1D ,)0 |
T
0 &|
T
0
(ut , {A&1D ,t)0 dt recalling equation for ,
=(ut , {A&1D ,)0 |
T
0 &|
T
0
(ut , {A&1D (&AD) ,&{A
&1
D div ut)0 dt
=(ut , {A&1D ,)0 |
T
0 +|
T
0
(ut , {,&{A&1D AD pt)0 dt
=(ut , {A&1D ,)0 |
T
0 +|
T
0
({pt+curl qt , {,&{pt)0 dt
=(ut , {A&1D ,)0 |
T
0 +|
T
0
({pt , {,&{pt)0 dt. (3.3)
From here
|
T
0
(utt , {A&1D ,)0 dt
&|
T
0
|{pt | 20, 0 dt+CE#(0)+= |
T
0
|{pt | 20, 0 dt+C= |
T
0
|{,| 20, 0 dt.
(3.4)
Moreover
|(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], =({A&1D ,)0&(C=(u) &, {A
&1
D ,) 1 |
= |N(u, w)| 20, 0+C=, =1 |,|
2
0, 0+=1 } & u }
2
0, 1
(3.5)
|({,, {A&1D ,)0 |C |,|
2
1, 0 (3.6)
(curl ut , {A&1D ,)0=0 (3.7)
Application of the second multiplier A&1D and the use of thermal equa-
tion for % followed by integration by parts give (see [2] for detailed
calculations)
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|
T
0
(wtt&# 2wtt , A&1D %)0 dt+|
T
0
[ |wt | 20, 0+# |{wt |
2
0, 0] dt
C |
T
0
|%| 21, 0 dt+CE#(0) (3.8)
|
T
0 _(2w, 2A&1D %)0&2w,

&
A&1D %1& dt
= |
T
0
|2w| 20, 0 dt+=1 |
7
|2w|2 d7+C=, =1 |
T
0
|%| 20, 0 dt (3.9)
|(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], {A&1D %_{w)0 |
= |N(u, w)| 20, 0+C= |{w {A
&1
D %|
2
0, 0
= |N(u, w)| 20, 0+C= |{w|
2
L4(0)
| {A&1D %|
2
L4(0)
. (3.10)
By Sobolev’s embeddings and dissipation equality (2.12)
} |
T
0
(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], {A&1D %_{w)0 dt }
= |
T
0
|N(u, w)| 20, 0 dt+C=Ep(0) |
T
0
|{A&1D %|
2
L4(0)
dt
= |
T
0
|N(u, w)| 20, 0 dt+C=E#(0) |
T
0
|%| 20, 0 dt. (3.11)
Combining inequalities in (3.4)(3.11) gives
|
T
0
Ek, # dt= |
T
0
Ep(t) dt+C=, =1 Ep(0) |
T
0
[ |,| 21, 0+|%|
2
1, 0+|curl qt |
2
0, 0] dt
+CE#(0)+=1 |
7 _}

&
u }
2
+|2w|2& d7. (3.12)
Step 2. Applying the trace estimate given by Lemma 2.2 to the
inequality in (3.12) yields
|
T
0
Ek, # dt= |
T
0
Ep(t) dt+C=, =1 , TE#(0) |
T
0
[|,|21, 0+|%|
2
1, 0+|curl qt |
2
0, 0] dt
+CE#(0)+CT=1E 2#(0) (3.13)
and selecting =1 suitably small so CT E#(0) =11 gives the desired estimate
in Lemma 3.2. K
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3.3. Second Estimate and Completion of the Proof of Lemma 3.1
Our next step is to obtain the estimate for the potential energy.
Lemma 3.3. Let u, w, %, , be a regular solution to (1.1), (1.2). Then, for
any =>0, T>0 the following estimate takes place:
|
T
0
Ep(t) dtC |
T
0
Ek, #(t) dt+C |
T
0
|%| 21, 0+|,|
2
1, 0+|curl qt |
2
0, 0 dt+CE#(0).
(3.14)
Proof. We shall use the following multiplierstest functionsapplied
to the variational form (2.2),
!#u; #12w
} |
T
0
(utt+b curl qt , u)0 dt }
(ut , u)0 | T0 +|
T
0
|ut | 20, 0 dt+= |
T
0
|u| 20, 0+C= |
T
0
|curl qt | 20, 0 dt (3.15)
(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], =(u))0+12(C[=(u)+ f ({w)], {w_{w)0
=(CN(u, w), N(u, w))0 (3.16)
}12 |
T
0
(wtt&# 2wtt , w)0 dt }
CE#(0)+12 |
T
0
|wt | 20+# |{wt |
2
0 dt (3.17)
} |
T
0
[({,, u)0&12({%, {w)] dt }
= |
T
0
|u| 20, 0+|w|
2
1, 0 dt+C= |
T
0
[|{,| 20, 0+|{%|
2
0, 0] dt
= |
T
0
Ep(t) dt+C= |
T
0
[|{,| 20, 0+|{%|
2
0, 0] dt. (3.18)
Combining the results in the inequalities (3.15)(3.18) with variational
form (2.2) we obtain
|
T
0
Ep(t) dtCE#(0)+= |
T
0
Ep(t) dt+|
T
0
Ek, #(t) dt
+C= |
T
0
[|{,| 20, 0+|{%|
2
0, 0+b |curl qt |
2
0, 0] dt. (3.19)
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Taking = suitably small (less than one) gives the desired inequality in
Lemma 3.3. K
To complete the proof of Lemma 3.1 it suffices to apply the results of
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. Applying the estimate of Lemma 3.2 with = suitably
small in Lemma 3.3 gives
|
T
0
Ep(t) dtCE#(0)+CT (E#(0)) |
T
0
[|{,| 20, 0+|{%|
2
0, 0+b |curl qt |
2
0, 0] dt.
(3.20)
One more application of inequality in Lemma 3.2 yields
|
T
0
E#(t) dtCE#(0)+CT (E#(0)) |
T
0
[|{,| 20, 0+|{%|
2
0, 0+b |curl qt |
2
0, 0] dt.
(3.21)
Recalling dissipativity inequality (2.12) and applying (3.21) gives
TE#(T )CT (E#(0)) |
T
0
[|{,| 20, 0+|{%|
2
0, 0+b |curl qt |
2
0, 0] dt+CE#(T ).
(3.22)
Taking T large enough so T>2C
E#(T )+E#(0)CT (E#(0)) |
T
0
[|{,| 20, 0+|{%|
2
0, 0+b |curl qt |
2
0, 0] dt.
(3.23)
The above inequality combined with inequality in (3.21) leads to the con-
clusion in Lemma 3.1. K
3.4. Completion of the Proof of the Main Theorem 1.2
Stabilizability estimate in Lemma 3.1 together with dissipativity
inequality (2.12) gives
E#(T)CT (E#(0))[E#(0)&E#(T)]. (3.24)
Hence
E#(T)
CT (E#(0))
1+CT (E#(0)+1)
E#(0)\(Ep(0)) E#(0); \<1. (3.25)
Standard nonlinear semigroup result gives the exponential rates claimed in
Theorem 1.2 and valid for regular solutions. The uniqueness result estab-
lished in Theorem 1.1 and lower semicontinuity of the energy functional
allows to extend the decay rates to all weak solutions (see, e.g., [21]). K
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
4.1. Existence of Weak SolutionsPart (1) in Theorem 1.1
The proof of this part is rather standard and it relies on application of
the nonlinear Galerkin method. Indeed, let h denote a parameter tending
to zero and let Uh (resp Wh) be a finite dimensional subspace of
H 2(0) & H 10(0) (resp. H
3(0) & H 20(0)). The following approximation
properties are imposed on the elements of Uh and Wh .
(i) for any u # H s(0) and in H s(0) & H 10(0) when s>12, there
exists ! # Uh such that
|u&!| s, 0  0, when h  0, 0s2;
(ii) for any w # H s(0) & H 10(0) and in H
s(0) & H 20(0), when s>32,
there exists  # Wh such that
|w&| s, 0  0, when h  0, 0s3,
Typical examples of finite dimensional susbspaces complying with the
above properties are spaces of splines or spaces spanned by the eigenfunc-
tions corresponding to the elliptic operators involved.
We then denote
Uh #Uh_Uh ; Vh#Uh_Wh_Uh_Uh .
Moreover, we introduce the damping operator D # L([L2(0)]2) defined
by
Du#u+{A&1D div u.
We consider the following semidiscrete approximation of the original
problem (1.1), (1.2)
Semidiscrete problem. Given (uh, 0 , wh, 0 , ,h, 0 , %h, 0 , uh, 1 , wh, 1) # Vh_
Uh _Wh , find (uh(t), wh(t), ,h(t), %h(t)) # Vh such that
uh(0)=uh, 0 ; wh(0)=wh, 0 , ,h(0)=,h, 0 , %h(0)=%h, 0 , uh, t(0)=uh, 1 ,
wh, t(0)=wh, 1 ,
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and
(uh, tt , !)0+(bDuh, t , !)0+(CN(uh , wh), =(!))0+({,h , !)0=0
(wh, tt , )0+#({wh, tt , {)0+(2wh , 2)0
+(CN(uh , wh), {_{wh)0&({%h , {)0=0
(,h, t , ’)0+({,h , {’)0&(uh, t , {’)0=0
(%h, t , $)0+({%h , {$)0+({wh, t , {$)0=0 (4.1)
for all (!, , ’, $) # Vh .
Global existence and uniqueness of semidiscrete solutions follows from
the fact that nonlinear terms are locally Lipschitz on Vh together with a
priori bound
Eh(t)+2 |
t
0
[|{,h | 20, 0+|{%h |
2
0, 0+|uht+{A
&1
D div uht |
2
0, 0] dt=Eh(0),
(4.2)
where
Eh(t)#|
0
|C12N(uh , wh)|2+|uh, t | 2+#|{wh, t | 2
+|2wh(t)| 2+|,h | 2+|%h | 2 d0. (4.3)
The a priori bound in (4.2) is obtained by setting in (4.1)
,=uht(t), =wht(t), ’=,h(t), $=%h(t)
and integrating by parts the involved quantities. In doing so we take note
of the following formula resulting from divergence theorem
(Du, u)0=|u| 20, 0&|A
&12
D div u|
2
0, 0=|u+{A
&1
D div u|
2
0, 0 .
Moreover, the solutions (uh(t), wh(t), ,h(t), %h(t)) are C([0, T0), Vh),
for some T0>0. This together with a priori bound (4.2) allows us to
deduce, via standard ODE argument, global existence and uniqueness of
finite dimensional (fixed h) solutions to (4.1). Also, based on the a priori
bound in (4.2) and inequality in (1.7), we can now extract convergent
subsequences (denoted by the same symbol) such that
uh  u weakly V in L(0, T; H1(0)), uh, t  ut weakly* in L(0, T; L2(0));
wh  w weakly V in L(0, T; H 2(0)),
wh, t  wt weakly V in L(0, T; H 1(0));
,h  , weakly in L2(0, T; H1(0)); %h  % weakly in L2(0, T; H 1(0)). (4.4)
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The convergence in (4.4) allows us to pass with the limit on the original
semidicrete form of Eq. (4.1). Indeed, this is possible due to weak con-
tinuity of the von Karman nonlinearity (see, e.g., [11, 17]). The limit point
uh , wh , ,h , %h is the desired solution of the corresponding variational
formulation of the equation, with the regularity determined by a priori
bound in (4.2). This is to say
u # B(0, T; [H 10(0)]
2); ut # B(0, T; [L2(0)]2);
(4.5)
w # B(0, T; H 20(0)); wt # B(0, T; H
1
0(0)), % ., # C(0, T; L2(0)),
where B(0, T, X) denotes the space of functions which are bounded on
(0, T ) (equipped with the supremum norm) and with values in X. Feeding
the regularity in (4.5) back to the original equation we obtain the addi-
tional regularity for the time derivatives of solutions utt , wtt , with values in
B(0, T; Y), where Y is an appropriate Sobolev’s spaces of negative order.
This together with (4.5) and the fact that f ({w) # C(0, T; L2(0)) implies
weak continuity of solutions with values in finite energy space. Since
f ({w) # C(0, T; L2(0)), N(u, w) is also weakly continous with values in
L2(0). By Lemma 2.1 and dissipativity equality, valid for all weak solu-
tions, we infer that the solutions are also norm continous (in finite energy
norms are continous in time). Combining this with weak continuity gives
strong continuity (in time) of solutions, as desired. K
4.2. Uniqueness of Weak SolutionsPart (1) in Theorem 1.1
Here we adapt the method proposed in [35] where MarguerreVlasov
equations were considered. The main idea behind this method is to con-
sider the problem at the ‘‘lower energy ‘‘ level and to prove the uniqueness
for this lower energy. The same method was used in [28, 27], where the
wellposedness of full von Karman system without the thermal effects and
with nonlinear boundary dissipation is established. The presence of thermal
effects requires some modifications of the arguments.which are given below.
To begin with, let us introduce the operators providing semigroup
representation of the thermoelastic system. To this end, let A0 be the gener-
ator corresponding to the system of elasticity, and A be the generator
corresponding to the biharmonic operator. This is to say
A0 u#&div C=(u); D(A0)#[H 2 (0)]2 & [H 10(0)]
2
Aw#22w; D(A)#H 20(0) & H
4 (0)
Let u~ #u1&u2 , w~ #w1&w2 , , #,1&,2 ; % #%1&%2 where u1 , w1 , ,1 , %1
and u2 , w2 , ,2 , %2 be two potential solutions of finite energy (ie weak solu-
tions) of (1.1), (1.2). Using the definitions of operators A0 , A given above
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and denoting M#I+#AD we rewrite the original PDE as an abstract
second order system defined on [D(A0)]$_[D(A)]$ (see [9, 13, 25])
u~ tt+bDu~ t+A0u~ +{, = f1 (w~ , wi)
Mw~ tt+Aw~ &AD% = f2 (u~ , w~ , u i , wi)
(4.6)
, t+AD , +div u~ t=0
% t+AD % +ADw~ t=0,
where, we recall, D # L([L2 (0)]2) is given by Du#u+{A&1D div u,
AD : L2 (0)  L2 (0), AD = &2; D(AD)=H2 (0) & H 10(0). The forcing
terms fi are defined as
f1 (w~ , wi)#div C[ f ({w1)& f ({w2)]
(4.7)
f2 (u~ , w~ , ui , wi)#div[CN(u1 , w1) {w1&CN(u2 , w2) {w2]
Denoting
0 I 0
A1#_&A0 &bD &{ & (4.8)0 &div &AD
A1 : H1  H1 with
H1 #[D(A012]2_[L2 (0)]3t[H 10(0)]2_[L2 (0)]3
D(A1)=[(u1 , u2 , ,) # [D(A0)]2_[D(A012)]2_D(AD)]
0 I 0
A2#_&M&1A 0 M&1AD& (4.9)0 &AD &AD
A2 : H2  H2 with
H2 #D(A12)_D(AD)12_L2 (0)tH 20(0)_H 10(0)_L2 (0)
D(A2)=[(w1 , w2 , %) # D(A12)_D(A12)_D(AD);
Aw1 # [D(AD12)]$tH &1 (0)][[15]] (4.10)
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we rewrite (4.6) as
u~ (t) u~ (t) 0
d
dt \u~ t (t)+=A1 \u~ t (t)++\ f1 (w~ , w i)+ (4.11), (t) , (t) 0
w~ (t) w~ (t) 0
d
dt \w~ t (t)+=A1 \w~ t (t)++\M&1f2 (u~ , w~ , ui , wi)+ . (4.12)% (t) % (t) 0
It is well known that the operators A1 , (resp. A2) are generators of con-
traction semigroup on the spaces [D(A012)]2_[L2 (0)]3 and, respectively
D(A 12)_D(AD12)_L2 (0). By standard semigroup argument we also
know that these operators generate strongly continous semigroups on the
dual spaces [D(A1*)]$ and [D(A2*)]$, respectively, where the duality is, as
usual, with respect to H1 , H2 topology. This implies the following negative
norm estimates
|(u~ (t), u~ t (t), , (t))| [D(A*1 )]$C |
t
0
|(0, f1 , 0)|[D(A*1 )]$ dt
(4.13)
|(w~ (t), w~ t (t), % (t))| [D(A*2 )]$C |
t
0
|(0, M&1f2 , 0)| [D(A*1 )]$dt.
On the other hand, by direct computations of [Ai*]&1, we obtain:
|(u1 , u2 , ,)| 2[D(A*1 )]$=|A
&12
0 [{A
&1
D (div u1+,)+u2&bDu1]|
2
0, 0+|u1|
2
0, 0
+|A&1D (div u1+,)|
2
0, 0
t |u1| 20, 0+|A0 &12u2| 20, 0+|A&1D ,| 20, 0 (4.14)
|(w1 , w2 , %)| 2[D(A*2 )]$=|A
&12[Mw2+AD w1+%]| 20, 0
+|M12w1| 20, 0+|w1+A
&1
D %|
2
0, 0
t |M12w1| 20, 0+|A&12Mw2| 20, 0+|A&1D %| 20, 0 (4.15)
Thus, in particular:
|u~ (t)| 20, 0+|A
&1
D , (t)|
2
0, 0C |
t
0
|A&120 f1|
2
0, 0 dt
(4.16)
|w~ (t)| 21, 0+|A
&1
D % (t)|
2
0, 0C |
t
0
|A&12f2| 20, 0 dt
Inequalities in (4.16) form a basis for the subsequent analysis.
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Let , # [L2 (0)]2. By applying boundary conditions and divergence
Theorem we compute
(A&120 f1 , ,)0, 0=&(C[ f ({w1)& f ({w2)], =(A
&12
0 ,))0, 0 (4.17)
Hence,
|(A&120 f1 |0, 0C |( f ({w1)& f ({w2)| 0, 0 . (4.18)
Let Pn be the orthogonal projection on the subspace spanned by n eigen-
vectors of A and let Qn=I&Pn . The following ‘‘logarithmic’’ estimate
resulting from Sobolev’s embeddings and Holder’s inequality is known
(e.g., [35]),
|(Pn f ) g|0, 0C[lg(1+*n)]12 | f |0, 0 | g|1, 0 , (4.19)
where *n is an eigenvalue of A and the constant C is independent on n.
Applying (4.19) and abusing slightly notation by using the projection
operator applied to a vector function (meaning the projection is applied to
each component) and evoking the following Sobolev’s embedding
H =(0)/L2(1&=) (0); =>0
we obtain
|( f ({w1)& f ({w2)|0, 0
C |{w~ _{(w1+w2)|0, 0
C[|(Pn{w~ )_{(w1+w2)| 0, 0+|(Qn{w~ )_{(w1+w2)| 0, 0]
C[lg(1+*n)]12 |w~ |1, 0[|w1|2, 0+|w2|2, 0]
+C |Qn{w~ | =, 0 [|w1| 2, 0+|w2|2, 0] (4.20)
On the other hand, by using the identification of fractional powers of
elliptic operators [0]ris, Sobolev’s embeddings and Holder’s inequalities
we obtain
|Qn{w~ | =, 0C |A14=Qn{w~ |0, 0C |A14(=&;0 )Qn|L (L= (0) |{w~ |;0 , 0
C*14(=&;0 )n |{w~ | ;0 , 0C*
14(=&;0 )
n |w~ |32, 0 , (4.21)
where ;0<12.
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Combining (4.20), (4.21) gives:
|(A&120 f1 |0, 0
C |( f ({w1)& f ({w2)|0, 0
C[[lg(1+*n)]12 |w~ |1, 0+*n &;0][|w1 |2, 0+|w2 |2, 0]
C(E(0))[lg(1+*n)]12 |w~ |1, 0+C(E(0)) *&;n , (4.22)
where ;<18 and E(0) denotes the initial energy of weak solutions. The
estimate for f2 is carried out next. With  # L2 (0) we have
(A&12f2 , )0, 0=(CN(u1 , w1) {w1&CN(u2 , w2) {w2 , {A&12)0, 0 .
(4.23)
We shall compute the right hand side of (4.23). By using (4.19) and (4.21)
we obtain
(=(u2) {w~ , {A&12)0, 0
C |u2 |1, 0 |{w~ {A&12|0, 0
C |u2 |1, 0 [[lg(1+*n)]12 |w~ |1, 0 |{A&12|1, 0
+*&;n [|w1| 2, 0+|w2|2, 0] |{A
&12|1, 0]
C[[lg(1+*n)]12 |w~ |1, 0+*&;n [|w1|2, 0+|w2|2, 0]] |u2|1, 0 ||0, 0 .
(4.24)
By the Divergence Theorem
(=(u~ ) {w1 , {A&12)0, 0
=&(u~ , div[((12{w1 {A&12)+(12{w1_{A&12)T])0 .
(4.25)
Define
K#12{w1 _{A&12+(12{w1 {A&12)T.
Simple calculations and (4.19) imply
(u~ , div K)0, 0|(Pn u~ , div K)0, 0+(Qn u~ , div K)0, 0 |
C[|u~ |0, 0 [lg(1+*n)]12 |w1|2, 0 |{A&12|1, 0
+|u~ |1, 0*&;n |w1|2, 0 |{A
&12|1, 0)
C[|u~ |0, 0 [lg(1+*n)]12+|u~ | 1, 0 *&;n ] |w1|2, 0 ||0, 0 . (4.26)
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Finally the term ( f ({w1) {w1& f ({w2) {w2 , {A&12)0, 0 is estimated
directly as:
( f ({w1) {w1& f ({w2) {w2 , {A&12)0, 0
C |w~ |1, 0 [|w1| 22, 0+|w1|
2
2, 0] ||0, 0 (4.27)
Collecting (4.23)(4.27) yields:
(A&12f2 , )0, 0C[lg(1+*n)]12 [|u~ | 0, 0+|w~ |1, 0]
[|w1| 2, 0+|w2| 2, 0+|u2|1, 0+|u1| 1, 0+|w1| 22, 0+|w2|
2
2, 0] ||0, 0
+C*&;n [|w1|
2
2, 0+|w2|
2
2, 0+|u2|
2
1, 0+|u1|
2
1, 0] ||0, 0 . (4.28)
Hence:
|
t
0
|A&12f2| 20, 0 dsC(E(0)) lg(1+*n)] |
t
0
[|u~ | 20, 0+|w~ |
2
1, 0] ds
+*&2;n CT (E(0)). (4.29)
and we conclude
|
t
0
|A&12 f2| 20, 0 dsC(E(0)) lg(1+*n) |
t
0
[|u~ | 20, 0++|w~ |
2
1, 0] ds
+*&2;n CT (E(0)). (4.30)
From (4.22) and (4.30) we obtain
|
t
0
[|A&12 f2| 20, 0+|A0
&12f1| 20, 0] ds
C(E(0))[lg(1+*n)] |
t
0
[ |u~ | 20, 0+|w~ |
2
1, 0]+*
&2;
n CT (E(0)).
(4.31)
and combining with (4.16 ) and Gronwall’s inequality
|u~ (t)| 20, 0+|w~ (t)|
2
1, 0+|A
&1
D , (t)|
2
0, 0+|A
&1
D % (t)|
2
0, 0
CT (E(0)) *&2;n (1+*n)
C(E(0)) t. (4.32)
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Taking t<T0 , where T0 is sufficiently small yields the conclusion of the
lemma for t<T0 . Applying the ‘‘boost trap’’ argument completes the proof
of the second part of Theorem 1.1. K
Remark 4.1. We note that the above proof does not provide con-
tinuous dependence (in the energy norm) of the solutions with respect to
the initial data. This is in contrast with related result valid for the scalar
von Karman plates [12].
4.3. Regular SolutionsPart (2) of Theorem 1.1
In order to prove the existence of the regular solutionthe result stated
in part (2) of Theorem 1.1it suffices to show that the solutions obtained
via Galerkin approximations introduced in the previous section, possess
the additional regularity. This, in turn, amounts to showing that that in
addition to a priori bounds in (4.2), a-priori bounds in higher norms hold
as well. Thus our goal is to establish the following lemma
Lemma 4.1. With reference to problem (4.1), the following bounds hold
uniformly in the parameter h>0,
|uh (t)| 1, 0+|wh (t)| 2, 0+|,h (t)|0, 0+|%h (t)|0, 0
C( |u0|1, 0 , |u1| 0, 0 , |w0| 2, 0 , |w1| 1, 0 , |,0| 0, 0 , |%0|0, 0)
_|uh, t (t)|1, 0+|wh, t (t)|2, 0+|uh, tt (t)|0, 0
+|wh, tt (t)| 1, 0+|,h, t|0, 0+|%h, t|0, 0
C( |u0|2, 0 , |u1| 1, 0 , |w0| 3, 0 , |w1| 2, 0 , |,0| 2, 0 , |%0|2, 0). (4.33)
Proof. The first inequality in Lemma 4.1 is almost immediate. Thus the
main bulk of the proof is devoted to the second inequality. We shall show
that Galerkin approximations defined by (4.1) are stable in higher norms.
Step 1. Differentiating (4.1) in time and denoting
u #uh, t ;
w #wh, t , Nt (uh , wh)#
d
dt
N(uh , wh)==(u )+
d
dt
f ({wh)
, #,h, t ; % #%h, t
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we obtain the following equation satisfied for the new variables,
(u tt , !)0+(Du t , !)0+(CNt (uh , wh), =(!))0+({, , !)0=0
(w tt , )0+#({w tt , {)0+(2w h , 2)0+(CNt (uh , wh), {{wh)0
+(CN(uh , wh), {{w )0&({% , {)0=0
(, t , ’)0+({, , {’)0&(u t , {’)0=0
(% t , $)0+({% , {$)0+({w t , {$)0=0
(4.34)
for all (!, , ’, $) # Vh .
Step 2. Taking ,=u t , =w t , ’# , $=% yields
12
d
dt
[|u t| 20+(CNt (uh , wh), Nt (uh , wh))0+|w t|
2
0+# |{w t|
2
0+|2w |
2
0, 0
+|, | 20, 0+|% |
2
0, 0]
+(bDu t , u t)0+|{, | 20, 0+|{% |
2
0, 0
=(CNt (uh , wh), {w {w )0&(CN(uh , wh), {wt {w )0 . (4.35)
We denote
E (t)# |u t (t)| 20+(CNt (uh (t), wh (t)), Nt (uh (t), wh (t)))0
+|w t (t)| 20+# |{w t (t)|
2
0
+|2w (t)| 20, 0+| (t)|
2
0, 0+|% (t)|
2
0, 0 (4.36)
It is straightforward to verify (recall (1.7)) that E (t) is bounded from above
and below by the expression C( |u |1, 0 , |u t| 0, 0 , |w |2, 0 , |w t| 1, 0 , | |0, 0 ,
|% |0, 0). This fact will be used frequently without further mention.
Integrating (4.35) from 0 to t are integrating by parts the last term in
(4.35),
E (t)+|
t
0
[|{, | 20, 0+|{% |
2
0, 0] dt
E (0)+6 |
t
0
(CNt (uh , wh), f ({w ))0 dt&2(CN(uh , wh), f ({w ))0| t0
(4.37)
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By Sobolev’s embeddings L4 (0)/H12 (0) and classical interpolation
inequality |w| 212, 0C |w| 1, 0 |w|0, 0 , we obtain
| f ({w )|0, 0C |w |2, 0 |wh, t| 1, 0C[Eh (0)]12 |w |2, 0 , (4.38)
where in the last step we have used the a priori bound in (4.2). Combining
(4.37), (4.38) and using, again, a priori bound in (4.2) gives
E (t)E (0)+CEh (0) |
t
0
|Nt (uh , wh)|0, 0 |w | 2, 0 dt+= |w (0)| 22, 0
+= |w (t)| 22, 0+C=Eh (0)[ |N(uh (0), wh (0))|
2
0, 0
+|N(uh (t), wh (t))| 20, 0]
CE (0)+CEh (0) |
t
0
|Nt (uh , wh)| 0, 0 |w |2, 0 dt+= |w (t)| 22, 0+C= Eh (0)
3.
(4.39)
Taking = small enough, recalling the definition of E , and applying
Cronwall’s inequality yields
E (t)CT(Eh (0))[E (0)+[Eh (0)]3], tT, (4.40)
where CT does not depend on h.
In order to provide an effective estimate (independent on h) of the right
side of inequality ( 4.40) we need to estimate E (0), Eh (0). This is done next.
Step 3. Let us denote by C0 a constant which depends on |w0|2, 0 ,
|w1| 1, 0 , |u0|1, 0 , |u1| 0, 0 , |,0|0, 0 , |%0| 0, 0 and by C1 a constant depending
on the higher order norms of the initial data, i.e.,
|w0| 3, 0 , |w1|2, 0 , |u0|2, 0 , |u1| 1, 0 , |,0| 2, 0 , |%0|2, 0 .
Now, we assume that uh, 0 , uh, 1 , wh, 0 , wh, 1 , ,h, 0 , %h, 0 are ‘‘good’’
approximations of the initial data, i.e., the approximation properties listed
above are satisfied, and in particular
|u0&uh, 0| 2, 0  0, |u1&uh, 1|1, 0  0, when h  0,
|w0&wh, 0| 3, 0  0, |w1&wh, 1|2, 0  0, when h  0,
(4.41)
|,0&,h, 0| 2, 0  0, when h  0,
|%0&%h, 0| 2, 0  0, when h  0.
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By stability of the estimates resulting from (4.41), (4.2) and the regularity
of the initial conditions we obtain
Eh (0)C0
which proves the first inequality in the lemma. Moreover, since u (0)=
uh, 1 , w (0)=wh, 1 , we also have by (4.41)
|u (0)|1, 0|u1|1, 0C1 , |w (0)|2, 0|w1| 2, 0C1 , (4.42)
In order to estimate |u t (0)|0, 0 we shall use the form of variational
equations. In fact from (4.1), after integration by parts and using boundary
conditions we obtain
|(u t (0), !)0, 0||(bDuh, 1 , !)0&(div CN(uh, 0 , wh, 0), !)0, 0+({,0 , !)0 |,
! # Uh . (4.43)
By Sobolev’s embeddings, | f ({w)|1, 0C |w| 3, 0 |w|2, 0 and
|(u t (0), !)0, 0|
C[ |uh, 0|2, 0+|wh, 0|3, 0 |wh, 0|2, 0+|uh, 1|0, 0+|,0|1, 0] |!|0, 0 .
(4.44)
Since ! is arbitrary in Uh , we obtain
|u t (0)|0, 0C1+C1C0 (4.45)
providing a desired a priori bound for the initial datum u t (0). In the same
manner we obtain an a priori bound for the second variable, i.e.,
|w t (0)|1, 0C1+C0+C0C1+C 30=C(C0 , C1). (4.46)
Indeed,
(w t (0), )1, 0=(w t (0), )0+#({w t (0), {)0
=&(2wh (0), 2)0&(C[N(uh (0), wh (0)) {wh (0)], {)0
+({%h, 0 , {)0, 0 . (4.47)
Application of first Green’s formula together with boundary conditions
yields
(w t (0), )1, 0=({2wh (0), {)&(C[N(uh (0), wh (0)) {wh (0)], {)0
&({%h, 0 , {)0, 0 . (4.48)
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A priori bounds in (4.42) together with (4.48) yield
(w t (0), )1, 0C[ |wh (0)|3, 0 ||1, 0+|%h, 0|1, 0 || 1, 0
+(|uh (0)|2, 0+|wh (0)| 22, 0) |wh (0)| 2, 0 ||1, 0]
C[C1+C1C0+C 30] ||1, 0 . (4.49)
Using now the last two equations in (4.1) we obtain the desired bounds for
, (0) and % (0). Indeed, using Green’s formula and boundary conditions in
the third equation in (4.1) we obtain with ’, $ # Uh
(, (0), ’))0=(2,h, 0 , ’)0&(div uh, 1 , ’)0 . (4.50)
Hence
|, (0)|0, 0C[|,h, 0|2, 0+|uh, 1|1, 0 |]CC1 . (4.51)
Similar bound holds for %,
(% (0), $))0=(2%h, 0 , $)0+(2wh, 1 , $)0 . (4.52)
Hence
|% (0)|0, 0C[|%h, 0|2, 0+|wh, 1|2, 0 |]CC1 . (4.53)
This together with (4.49) gives the desired result in (4.46).
Collecting (4.42), (4.45), (4.46) we conclude that E (0)C(C0 , C1), and
by (4.40)
E (t)C(C0 , C1).
Hence the a priori bounds
|uh, t (t)|1, 0+|uh (t)|1, 0+|uh, tt (t)|0, 0+|wh, t (t)|2, 0
+|wh (t)| 2, 0+|wh, tt (t)|1, 0
+|h, t (t)|0, 0+|%h, t (t)|0, 0C (4.54)
hold uniformly in h, for all t<T where T is arbitrary. This proves Lemma
4.34. K
Passing through the limit we conclude that u, w, ,, % satisfy weak form
of the original equation (1.1), (1.2) and, moreover, they display the
regularity
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u # B(0, T; H1 (0)), ut # B(0, T; H1 (0)), utt # L (0, T; L2 (0)).
w # B(0, T; H2 (0)), wt # B(0, T; H2 (0)), wtt # L (0, T; H1 (0)).
(4.55)
, # C(0, T; L2 (0); ,t # B(0, T; L2 (0)),
% # C(0, T; L2 (0)), %t # B(0, T; L2 (0)).
In order to obtain higher regularity in the space variable, we proceed as
usual by reading off the elliptic regularity. Indeed, from (4.55) and original
equations (1.2) for each 0tT we now have:
2,(t) # B(0, T; L2 (0)); ,|1=0;
(4.56)
2%(t) # B(0, T; L2 (0)); %|1=0.
Hence, by elliptic regularity
, # B(0, T; H2 (0)), % # B(0, T; H2 (0)). (4.57)
Using the regularity in (4.57) and (4.55) and reading off from Eqs. (1.1) we
also obtain
div[CN(u, w)] # B(0, T; L2 (0)); u|1=0 (4.58)
and since with w # H2 (0)
f ({w) # C(0, T; H1&= (0)). (4.59)
Hence
div[C=(u)] # B(0, T; (H&= (0)); u|1=0. (4.60)
By standard elliptic theory we conclude that
u(t) # B(0, T; H2&= (0)). (4.61)
As for the variable w we shall use semigroup formulation of the underlying
PDE. Indeed, we rewrite (see [13, 9]) the original equation for w as
Aw=&[I+#AD] wtt&2%+F(u, w), (4.62)
where we recall the definitions of the operators
Aw=22w; w # D(A)
D(A)=[w # H 4 (0) & H 20(0)] (4.63)
F(u, w)=div CN(u, w) {w. (4.64)
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Taking advantage of the improved regularity for u (see (4.61)) we obtain
N(u, w) {w # H1&= (0). (4.65)
Thus, [15]
F(u, w) # H&= (0)+D(A18+=)$/D(A14)$tD(A12D )$ (4.66)
and by (4.66) and the fact that wtt # H 10(0)=D(A
12
D ), ADwtt # D(A
12
D )$=
D(A14)$, we conclude that
Aw=&[I+#AD] wtt+ &2%+F(u, w) # C(0, T; H&1 (0))tD(A14)$.
(4.67)
Hence, by [15]
w # B(0, T; D(A34)/H3 (0)) (4.68)
and going back to (4.55) we further improve the regularity by =, obtaining
u # B(0, T; H2 (0)), as desired for the proof of the existence of regular solu-
tions. The continuous dependence of solutions, with respect to the initial
data, is now straightforward. It follows from the usual argument based on
Cronwall’s inequality and Sobolev’s embeddings (which are now subcriti-
caldue to the additional regularity of the solutions). The proof being
routine, is omitted. Since regular solutions are continous with respect to
the initial data (in the topology of regular solutions), standard density
argument allows us to ‘‘lift’’ the regularity from B(0, T ) to C(0, T ). K
4.4. Case #=0Proof of Part (3) of Theorem 1.1
The proof of the wellposedness in this case relies on the analyticity of the
semigroup generated by the operator A2 with #=0, i.e.; M=I. Indeed, in
this case we have [31] that eA2t generates an analytic and uniformly stable
semigroup on the space
H2=D(A12)_L2 (0)_L2 (0)tH 20(0)_L2 (0)_L2 (0)
with
D(A2)=D(A)_D(A12)_D(AD)tH 20(0) & H4 (0)
_H 20(0)_H
1
0(0) & H
2 (0)
D(A122 )/D(A
34)_D(A14)_D(A12D )
hence
[D(A122 )]$#[D(A34)]$_[D(A14)]$_[D(A12D )]$. (4.69)
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Step 1. By the same Galerkin method as introduced in the first sub-
section, we obtain the existence of finite energy solutions which obey the
estimate
E(t)+2 |
t
0
[ |{,| 20, 0+|{%|
2
0, 0+|curl qt|
2
0, 0] dt=E(0), (4.70)
where we recall E(t)=E0 (t), taking #=0. This and inequality in (1.7) give
us the a priori regularity of the solutions
u # B(0, T; [H 10(0)]
2), ut # B(0, T; [L2 (0)]2) (4.71)
w # B(0, T; [H 20(0)]
2), wt # B(0, T; [L2 (0)]2) (4.72)
(,, %) # L2 (0, T; [H 10(0)]
2) & C(0, T; [L2 (0)]2). (4.73)
Our main point is to show that the variable w displays more regularity.
Step 2.
Lemma 4.3. Let #=0 and the initial data be of finite energy, i.e.,
(u0 , u1 , ,0 , w0 , w1 , %0) # H1_H2
=[H 10(0)]
2_[L2 (0)]2_L2 (0)_H 20(0)_L2 (0)_L2 (0)
Then the solution to (1.1) and (1.2) satisfies w # L2 (0, T; H 3 (0)),
wt # L2 (0, T; H 1 (0)), with the estimate
|
T
0
[ |w| 23, 0+|wt|
2
1, 0] dtCE(0)+C(E(0)) |
T
0
|w| 22, 0 dtCT (E(0)).
Proof. We start by writing the solution to the plate component via
semigroup formula:
w(t) w0 0
\wt (t)+=eA2 t \w1++| t0 eA2 (t&s) \div[CN(u, w) {(w)]+ dt. (4.74)%(t) %0 0
Hence by (4.69) and the regularity A&14div # L(L2 (0))
0
}A&122 \div[CN(u, w) {(w)]+ }
H2
C |A&14 div[CN(u, w) {(w)]| 0, 0
0
C |N(u, w) {(w)|0, 0C |N(u, w)|0, 0 |{w|L(0) . (4.75)
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Going back to (4.74) we obtain
w(t) w0
A122 (w(t) \wt (t)+=A122 eA2t \w1+ (4.76)%(t) %0
0
+|
t
0
A2 eA2 (t&s)A&122 \div[CN(u, w) {(w)]+ dt0
and by the singular estimates available for analytic, contractive, uniformly
stable semigroups [6]
w(t) w0
}A122 \w(t)+ }
L2 (0, T; H2)
C } \w1+}
H2
%(t) %0
+C | |N(u, w)|0, 0 |{w| L(0)| L2 (0, T )
CE(0)12+CE(0)12 |w|L2 (0, T; H 2+=(0)) (4.77)
where we have used the a priori bound (4.70) and Sobolev’s embedding
H1+= (0)/L (0). From (4.77) and applying moment and interpolation
inequalities we conclude the estimate
|
T
0
[|w(t)| 23, 0+|wt (t)|
2
1, 0 dt
CE(0)+CE(0) |
T
0
|w(t)| 22+=, 0 dt
CE(0)+C=E(0)2 |
T
0
|w(t)| 22, 0 dt+= |
T
0
|w(t)| 23, 0 dt (4.78)
Taking = suitably small yields
|
T
0
[|w(t)| 23, 0+|wt (t)|
2
1, 0] dtCE(0)+CE(0)
2 |
T
0
|w(t)| 22, 0 dt
CTE(0) (4.79)
which gives the result of the Lemma 4.74. K
Step 3. Using the improved regularity of the variable w we shall
prove the uniqueness of finite energy solutions. The same argument
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provides a continous dependence of solutions with respect to the initial
data. To this end we go back to the equations (4.11) and (4.12) with M=I.
Functions f1 and f2 are the same as in (4.7) and they are estimated as
| f1 (w~ , wi)|0, 0C |{w~ {(w1+w2)|1, 0
C |w~ |2, 0 |{(w1+w2)|L(0)
+|{w~ |Lp(0) |(w1+w2)|W 2, p (0)
C |w~ |2, 0 [|{(w1+w2)| L(0)+|(w1+w2)|W2, p (0)]
C |w~ |2, 0 |(w1+w2)|3, 0 . (4.80)
Similarly as before we also obtain
0
}A&12+\2 \ f2 (u~ , w~ , ui , wi)+ }
H2
C(E(0))[ |u~ |1, 0+|w~ |2, 0], (4.81)
0
where \ can be taken arbitrarily small.
Now, by Lemma 4.74 and evoking again the analyticity of eA2t we obtain
u~ (t)
} u~ t (t) }
H1
C |
t
0
|w~ |2, 0 |w1+w2|3, 0 ds
, (t)
C _|
t
0
|w~ | 22, 0 ds&
12
_|
t
0
|w1+w2 | 23, 0 ds&
12
CT (E(0)) _|
t
0
|w~ (s)| 22, 0 ds&
12
(4.82)
w~ (t) 0
}w~ t (t) }
H2
 } | t0 A12+\2 eA2 (t&s)A&12&2 \ f2(u~ , w~ , ui , wi)+ ds }
H2
% (t) 0
C(E(0)) |
t
0
1
(t&s)12+\
[|u~ (s)|1, 0+|w~ (s)|2, 0] ds
C(E(0)) _|
t
0
1
(t&s)12+\
ds&
12
__|
t
0
1
(t&s)12+\
[ |u~ (s)| 21, 0+|w~ (s)|
2
2, 0] ds]
12. (4.83)
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In particular,
|u~ (t)| 21, 0+|w~ (t)|
2
2, 0CT (E(0)) |
t
0
1
- t&s
[|u~ (s)| 21, 0+|w~ (s)|
2
2, 0] ds.
(4.84)
Inequality in (4.84) and Gronwall’s inequality with l1 kernel yields
u~ =w~ #0.
Going back to (4.82), (4.83) gives
u~ =w~ =, =% #0
as desired for the final conclusion of part 3 of Theorem 1.4. The same argu-
ment provides continous dependence of solutions with respect to the initial
data. This allows us, by standard density argument, to improve the
regularity of solutions in (4.73) from B(0, T ) to C(0, T ). K
5. APPENDIX
The main goal of this section is to show that the energy identity in
Lemma 2.1 can be obtained for weak (finite energy) solutions of the
original equation with #>0. The case #=0 is more regular, hence a
standard density argument applies in order to justify the energy identity
(2.12) in the context of weak solutions.
Lemma 5.1. Let #>0. We consider solutions to the original equations
(1.1) and (1.2) with the following a priori regularity
u # B(0, T; H 10(0)); ut # B(0, T; L2 (0));
w # B(0, T; H 20(0)); wt # B(0, T; H
1
0(0));
(5.1)
% # C(0, T; L2 (0)) & L2 (0, T; H 10(0));
, # C(0, T; L2 (0)) & L2 (0, T; H 10(0)).
The following identity takes place
E# (T)+2 |
T
0
[b |curl qt | 20, 0+|{% |
2
0, 0+|{, |
2
0, 0] dt=E# (0). (5.2)
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Proof. First of all notice that the regularity in (5.1) when combined
with the regularity of utt , wtt , %t , ,t (with the values in appropriate negative
Sobolev’s spaces) implies weak continuity of solutions u, ut , w, wt with the
values in the energy space. Moreover, since f ({w) # B(0, T; H1&= (0)), we
have that f ({w) # C(0, T; L2 (0)). This, together with a weak continuity of
u in H1 (0) implies weak continuity of the tensor N(u, w) with the values
in L2 (0).
In order to derive the energy identity we need to introduce some nota-
tion. Let h>0 be a small parameter destinated to go to zero. Let
g # B(0, T; X) where X is a Hilbert space. We extend g(t) to all t # R by
defining g(t)= g(0); t0 and g(t)= g(T); tT.
With the above extensions we define three finite difference operators
depending on the parameter h,
g+h (t)#g(t+h)& g(t)
(5.3)g
&
h (t)#g(t)& g(t&h)
Dhg(t)#
1
2h
[ g+h (t)+ g
&
h (t)].
Proposition 5.2. v Let g be weakly continous with the values in X.
Then
lim
h  0 |
T
0
(g(t), Dhg(t))X dt= 12 [| g(T)|
2
X&| g(0)|
2
X].
v Let g # H1 (0, T, X). Then the following limits are well defined in
L2 (0, T; X),
lim
h  0
Dhg= gt ; lim
h  0
1
h
g+h = gt ; lim
h  0
1
h
g&h = gt .
Moreover, if gt is weakly continous with the values in X, then for every
t # [0, T]
Dh g(t)  gt (t); weakly in X.
v Let V/X/V$, gtt # L2 (0, T; V$); g # L2 (0, T, V). Then
lim
h  0 |
T
0
(gtt (t), Dh g(t))X dt= 12[ | gt (T )|
2
X&| gt (0)|
2
X].
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v Let g # H12 (0, T; X). Then
1
- h
g+h ,
1
- h
g&h , - hDhg  0 in L2 (0, T, X).
Proof. The proof of Proposition 5.4 is elementary. For the convenience
of the reader we provide the main steps. For the proof of the first statement
in Proposition 5.4 we use the definition of Dh and we perform elementary
calculations based on changing the variables and cancelling the redundant
terms. This gives
|
T
0
(g(t), Dhg(t))X dt=&
1
2h |
0
&h
(g(t), g(t+h))X dt
+
1
2h |
T
T&h
(g(t), g(t+h))X dt. (5.4)
Weak continuity of g allows us to pass with the limit obtaining the expres-
sion stated in the first part of the proposition.
The result stated in the second part of proposition is a well known
convergence property for the difference quotients.
As for the third part, by using convergence property of the quotient Dh ,
stated above, together with integration formula stated in the first part of
the proposition, we obtain
|
T
0
(gtt (t), Dhg(t))X dt
=(gt , Dhg)X | T0 &|
T
0
(gt (t), Dhgt (t))X dt
 | gt (T )| 2X&| gt (0)|
2
X&12 | gt (T)|
2
X+12 | gt (0)|
2
X ; as h  0
(5.5)
which gives the desired conclusion.
It remains to justify the last statement of the proposition. The following
inequalities are well known
| g+h |L2 (0, T; X)Ch | g|H 1(0, T; X)
| g+h |L2 (0, T; X)C | g|L2 (0, T; X) . (5.6)
Hence, by interpolation
| g+h |L2 (0, T; X)C - h | g|H 12(0, T; X) , (5.7)
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On the other hand, from the second statement in Proposition 5.2
1
- h
| g+h |L2 (0, T; X)  0; for g # H
1 (0, T; X). (5.8)
By stability estimate (5.7) and a standard density argument applied to the
injection H1 (0, T; X)/H 12 (0, T; X) we conclude that
1
- h
| g+h |L2 (0, T; X)  0; for g # H
12 (0, T; X) (5.9)
as desired. The same argument applies to the remaining difference
operators. K
To prove the Lemma, we shall use variational form in (2.2) with the test
functions,
!=Dhu # H 10(0); =Dhw # H
2
0(0); $=%; ’=,.
To shorten the notation we denote
El (t)=E# (t)&|
0
[CN(u, w), N(u, w)] d0
which denotes the linear part of the energy. By using the first three for-
mulas in Proposition 5.2 together with a priori regularity of weak solutions
one easily derives the identity
12 El (T)+b |
T
0
|curl qt| 20, 0 dt+|
T
0
[|%| 20, 0+|{,|
2
0, 0] dt
+ lim
h  0 |
T
0
Xh dt=12 El (0), (5.10)
where
Xh #(CN(u, w), =(Dh u))0+(CN(u, w), {w{(Dhw))0 .
Rewriting
Xh=(CN(u, w), Dh N(u, w))0&(CN(u, w), Dh{w [{w+h &{w
&
h ])0
and applying the first identity in Proposition 5.2 we obtain
|
T
0
Xh dt  12 |C12N(u, w)(T)| 20, 0&12 |C
12N(u, w)(0)| 20, 0+ lim
h  0 |
T
0
Yh dt,
(5.11)
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where
Yh #(CN(u, w), Dh{w [{w+h &{w&h ])0
Our goal is to show that
lim
h  0
Yh=0. (5.12)
Indeed, once (5.12) is shown the desired energy identity follows by combin-
ing (5.10) and (5.11).
To prove (5.12) we notice first that a priori regularity of weak solutions
gives
N(u, w) # B(0, T; L2(0)); {w # H12 (0, T; H12 (0)), (5.13)
where the second statement in (5.13) follows from the interpolation between
H1 (0, T; L2(0)) and L2 (0, T; H1 (0)). By Galliardo Nirenberg inequality
| fg|0, 0C | f |12, 0 | g|12, 0
|Yh (t)|C |N(u, w)|0, 0 | |Dh{w [{w+h &{w
&
h ]|0, 0
C |N(u, w)|0, 0 | |Dh{w|12, 0 [|{w+h |12, 0+|{w
&
h |12, 0] (5.14)
From here
|
T
0
Yh(t) dtC |N(u, w)|L(0, T, L2(0) \|
T
0
|- h Dh{w|212, 0 dt+
12
__\|
T
0 }
1
- h
{w+h }
2
12, 0
dt+
12
+\|
T
0 }
1
- h
{w&h }
2
12, 0
dt+
12
& , (5.15)
where the RHS of this inequality goes to zero by the virtue of the last state-
ment in Proposition 5.2 applied with X=H12 (0) and a priori regularity in
(5.13).
This completes the proof of (5.12), hence of the lemma. K
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